
Current Consultant Opportunities 

HR Leadership  London or Birmingham 

IT Leadership   London 

Finance Leadership  London  

S/C & Procurement London or Birmingham 

 

Technology  London 

Real Estate  London 

Not-for-Profit  London 

Government  London 

Why work for Berwick Partners? 

Berwick Partners is a division of Odgers Berndtson operating in the senior leadership recruitment market. We oper-

ate a 100% retained search model within the £70,000-£120,000 basic salary bracket and believe we stand out in a 

congested market by offering a quality and client-led service.  This is a market which we believe falls between the 

contingent players with a volume based approach, and traditional search firms with their focus on board positions. 

We are a national firm with offices in London, Birmingham, Leeds and Manchester. We collaborate and work closely 

with Odgers Berndtson, benefiting from their brand and reputation. We share a database, offices, events and away-

days. This relationship means that for business development purposes, we are not a cold call environment. 

Our people are integral to our success. Our consultants are credible individuals who develop deep knowledge of 

their areas enabling them to truly add value to both their clients and candidates alike. It is this consulting approach 

that really makes a difference 

What we offer 

We have created a mature and “grown-up” culture, one where you are trusted to deliver without weekly targets and 

sales incentives. We provide our consultants with a huge amount of support enabling them to be as effective as  

possible. Support comes in the form of: 

Dedicated (shared) PA, an in-house research team, Events Executive, Marketing Executive & Client  

Development Team. 

Rewards 

∎ Upper-quartile base salary 

∎ Transparent commission structure, equal to a third of billings (less salary costs).   

∎ Pension (including death in service) & healthcare 

∎ 25 days holiday (and 3 extra over the Christmas period) 

∎ Interest free season ticket loan 

∎ Mobile phone and laptop 

 
For more information on any of these roles please contact Debbie Sutton, Chief of Staff, on 0121 654 5918 or  
debbie.sutton@berwickpartners.co.uk   

@berwickpartners 

Berwick Partners 

 www.berwickpartners.co.uk 
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